IT IS THE POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT THAT QUALIFIED REPUBLIC OF PALAU CITIZENS ARE GIVEN FIRST PRIORITY FOR EMPLOYMENT CONSIDERATION; WITH UNITED STATES CITIZENS AND, SUBSEQUENTLY, THIRD COUNTRY NATIONALS UTILIZED IN POSITIONS FOR WHICH QUALIFIED REPUBLIC OF PALAU CITIZENS ARE NOT AVAILABLE.

VA #: BPSS-2020-092  OPENING DATE: 3/18/2020  CLOSING DATE: 3/31/2020

POSITION TITLE: COASTAL FISHERIES OFFICER I

SALARY: GL-6/1, $343.54 B/W + 15% ND

LOCATION: BUREAU OF MARINE RESOURCES
MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES, ENVIRONMENT, & TOURISM
REPUBLIC OF PALAU

SOURCE OF FUND: LOCAL

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:

- Monitor and inspect export/imports of marine products. Count, weight and record all marine products being imported or exported............35%

- Collect, collate and enter into computer export documents. To assist or give advice to the exporters in the documentation and procedures of exportation of marine resources. Perform other duties as assigned...............35%

- To ensures’ that any necessary permits are obtained and may permit conditions are compiled with. To inspect premises used for fish storage, handling, processing, or for the exporting of fish. To distribute information on all fisheries laws, and arrange meetings and visits to explain these laws. To visit and monitor areas closed or banned for fishing on marine areas. To report, write and document activities for the formulation of monthly reports and for legal aspect pertaining to Marine Protection Act of 1994............30%

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS AND OTHER REQUIREMENTS:

Must have High School Diploma or equivalent with at least one (1) year of work related experience.